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QUARTZ
This original design “WAVE”
chandelier captures the rhythms
of nature. Very versatile in its
configuration, this design can be
custom built to virtually any profile,
linear, curved, rings, tiered. Perfect
for both residential and
commercial projects. The material
shown is woven bronze, however,
there are 50 fabric shades to
choose from. Another unique
feature being lit by linear LED it can
be viewed from any angle without
looking directly at an exposed light
source. quartzlc.com

JOHN CULLEN
Launching a new all-round spotlight – the
versatile Vorsa. With over 200 variations to
choose from, the Vorsa is adaptable to suit all
your requirements. It comes in three different
sizes so you can pick the power of spotlight you
need. An additional Fixed 20 spotlight is
miniature for use where size is an issue. With
three different beam widths you can light more
precisely. Different fixing mechanisms add to the
versatility – medium, mini and plaster-in bases or
track. Easy click and fit connections allow for
quick changing. To finish it off, the Vorsa comes
in three finishes – white, black and aluminium.
johncullenlighting.com

FUTURE DESIGNS
Where simplistic lines are key to
the space, HAL is a suspended
lighting system of leading edge
design. HAL utilises a microprism
etched diffuser system to illuminate
the space, the task area and the
workforce. Harnessing the power
of LED and distributing it
effectively, results in efficient light
planning, reducing install points
which In turn can drastically
reduce energy costs and carbon
emissions. Tuneable white options;
Homogeneous light; Up and down
light models; Independent
emergency; Part L & Enhanced
Capital Allowance; Low and easy
maintenance; Replaceable LED
module; Long life 50,000hrs
futuredesigns.co.uk

ASTRO LIGHTING
A new addition to Astro’s
comprehensive exterior lighting
collection, the Bayville presents a
versatile spike ground light that
will look right at home within any
outdoor space. The simple spike
design lends to ease of installation
so that Bayville can be positioned
wherever it is required, while a fully
adjustable head allows for
directional illumination. Bayville is
IP65-rated and available in textured
black and grey finishes.
astrolighting.com
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HACEL LIGHTING
Designed and manufactured in the UK by Hacel,
the exclusive Explora Linear LED Pendant exudes
a sharp, contemporary style. As part of the
Explora range, the Linear LED Pendant features
a minimalistic approach with a chic elegance,
showcasing a translucent yet reflective design.
The modern Explora Linear LED Pendant brings
clean lines of clear light perfect for a host of
scenarios as a single pendant luminaire or freely
arranged to create a centrepiece.
hacel.co.uk
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